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Adult obesity has increased
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Obesity in the UK is more common in poorer and less
educated households, but has increased across all
social classes
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Child obesity has increased
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Child obesity is more common in deprived areas
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We consume too much sugar (recommended max 30g)
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We consume too much fat (recommended max 70g)
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Children particularly consume a lot of sugar
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Policy aims to improve the choices people make over
food and exercise to reduce obesity

I When markets function well the best outcome is achieved when
people choose for themselves what to consume

I people trade off the costs and benefits of their choices

I the market functions better than government because people have
better information about their own preferences and the trade offs
they would like to make

I However, clear evidence that people are making bad choices
leading to poor health, economic and social outcomes

I these poor choices affect that person over their lifetime and affect
other people

I policy might be able to help consumers make better choices
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Consequences of these bad choices
Externalities
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Consequences of these bad choices
Internalities
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Well designed policy

I We want policies that help people make better choices

I and that reduce these exteralities (costs imposed on wider society)
and internalities (costs imposed on the person themselves in the
future)

I in order to design good policy we need to understand

I why people are making bad choices

I how specific policies, or combinations of policies, will affect different
people (i.e. will it lead people with the highest externalities or
internalities to change their choices)

I what other effects the policies might have (e.g. lead firms to change
their behaviour)
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Why are people making bad choices?
They lack information?
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Why are people making bad choices?
Poverty and cognitive overload?
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Why are people making bad choices?
Lack of self-control?
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Why are people making bad choices?
Advertising: junk foods healthy foods
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Many policies aim to influence what people eat
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What problems do these policies aim to correct?
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information: cognitive overload:

self-control: advertising:



How effective are these policies?

I how do consumers respond? do the policies change behaviour of
the target group of consumers?

I how do firms respond?

I ex post analysis

I use data to compare outcomes before and after a policy reform in a
“treatment” and a “control” group

I ex ante or “structural” analysis

I use data and economic theory to figure out both what will happen if
the policy is implemented (the “treatment”) and what will happen in
the absence of the policy (the “control”)

I importantly, allows us to better understand the mechanisms
through which policies works
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Ex ante analysis of the UK soft drinks industry levy
Targeting sugar in soda looks sensible

(a) younger consumers (b) high sugar consumers

Source: NDNS
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Soft drinks account for a high share of added sugar in



Ex ante analysis of the UK soft drinks industry levy

I If effective and well targeted a tax on sugar in soda will lead to
lower consumption of sugar in “problem” consumers, and so fewer
regrets about unhealthy choices

I it will also have a cost

I people who over consume tend to be younger and lower income

I tax might serve as a self-control function that benefits these groups
more

I but only if they are more price sensitive so respond to the tax

I if they have inelastic demand (e.g. if inattentive, have habits, ...)
they may pay the tax while also bearing most of the future costs

I Taxes will also impose a cost on “non-problem” consumers
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Ex ante analysis of the UK soft drinks industry levy
Our analysis

I How effective are soda taxes in changing sugar consumption of
the targeted population?

I we estimate consumer choice in the UK soft drinks market

I use that model to simulate the impact of a tax

I Data

I we study on-the-go purchases for immediate consumption

I consumption of soda out of the home is very common (≈50%)

I data include purchases of teenagers

I longitudinal data allows us to estimation how much different people
like sugar and soda, and how they respond to taxes (price
changes), and importantly how these are correlated
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Ex ante analysis of the UK soft drinks industry levy
Looks effective at reducing sugar for young people
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Ex ante analysis of the UK soft drinks industry levy
It is costly for younger and heavy consumers

(a) reduction in sugar (g) (b) compensating variation
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Ex ante analysis of the UK soft drinks industry levy

I We show that a tax on sugary soda is well targeted at the young

I because young people who like sugary soda are also price sensitive

I they pay a price (in lost utility) but benefit in the long run from
reduced sugar consumption

I but the tax is less effective at reducing sugar consumption of older
consumers with high levels of total dietary sugar

I because they are less price sensitive

I they pay a price (in higher prices) but do not reduce consumption
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Taxes are an effective policy tool

I but alone they are not sufficient to address the problems of obesity
and excess sugar consumption

I There are many complementary policies

I restriction to advertising

I reformulation

I portion control

I changing format of grocery shops/canteens

I labelling

I nutritional education

I ....
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Ex ante analysis of banning advertising

I Advertising of junk foods

I lowers people’s willingness to pay for healthier products
I lowers their price sensitivity
I encourages people to buy larger pack sizes

I Banning advertising would reduce consumption
I e.g. in a study we did on crisps by around 15%

I But there are offsetting effects of firms’ responses

I banning advertising makes consumers more responsive to prices
I this intensifies competition in prices

I in our crisps study prices would fall by 4% on average
I overall effect of ban is to reduce purchases of crisps by around 10%
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Summary

I Policy can help to improve the choices people make

I but it needs to be well designed so that it effectively targets the right
people

I and it can create losers as well as winners

I Ongoing work at IFS

I Designing more effective tax policy

I Extending restrictions to advertising

I What is the importance of self-control, income, preference formation
and habits

I How effective are regulations for reformulation, restrictions to the
location of fast food outlets, ...
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